Presence, Engagement, and Authority for NQTs
Working confidently with pupils, colleagues and parents.
Why Attend This 3-Day Programme?
All teachers can lack confidence in delivery at times and can be concerned about how to maintain control and discipline.
Perhaps there are certain classes or pupils that you find more difficult to manage than others? Remaining assertive, calm
and in control can be very difficult at times. How do you motivate pupils who just don’t seem to want to listen, engage
and behave? What are some of the key skills of successfully managing classes and developing positive teacher-pupil
relationships at the same time?
Being successful as a newly qualified teacher is also about achieving excellence outside of the classroom. You are
required to successfully communicate with parents, teaching and non-teaching colleagues within school. All of us have
difficult conversations from time to time. Sometimes we manage to resolve misunderstandings or disagreements without
too much effort. At other times it’s not so easy. What are the key skills that you could learn that would reduce the
likelihood of misunderstandings or disagreements arising in the first place? How should you prepare for a conversation
where you anticipate a potential difficulty?
These three days will focus on key skills to firmly set you on the path to becoming an outstanding teacher in the
classroom and a confident communicator in and out of the teaching environment. They will enable you and your pupils to
gain greater enjoyment from lessons and get more out of your time together! They will allow you to work successfully
with parents and others connected with the school, ensuring that you achieve excellent results through holding crucial
conversations effectively when necessary.

What will you learn?
By the end of the programme you will know how to:• Demonstrate confidence and presence in class and other situations to help establish your authority
• Achieve excellence in communication that will enable you to be successful in individual or group discussions
• Use a range of skills to effectively turn potentially difficult situations into successful discussions and excellent
outcomes
• React calmly and confidently in the face of challenging behaviour from pupils or when handling challenges from
adults

Topics will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effectively prepare for potentially difficult lessons, discussions and meetings to ensure maximum chances of success
Getting into the ‘mindset’ of other people to ensure that you can gain and maintain rapport in potentially hostile
situations
Communicating assertively by making use of the impact of non-verbal communication when faced with antipathy
Asking powerful, precision questions to encourage engagement and quality of thinking in both pupils and adults
Using the technique of ‘Pacing and Leading’ to ensure that you keep people ‘on board’ during discussions
Challenging ideas and contributions and giving feedback to others without alienating them and while protecting
their self-esteem
How to demonstrate to others that you really have understand their viewpoint, especially when they think you don’t
want to listen
Communicating successfully with different types of people, even when they have strong objections or awkward
questions
How to communicate potentially difficult messages with confidence and impact to pupils, parents and colleagues
Responding assertively to tricky questions or difficult behaviours from pupils, thereby enabling good outcomes for
all
Handling different types of pupil, including ‘difficult’ pupils, and how to get them and their parents on track to
achieve success

How Will You Learn?
The programme is highly practical and will enable you to apply the principles easily to your own situations. It will involve
a combination of inputs with opportunities to practice skills and receive feedback.

Programme Trainers/Coaches: Chris McCloskey & Ian Palmer
Chris and Ian started their educational careers as NQTs. They have been working within the education sector for more
years than they would care to admit. Chris is now an international trainer and executive coach with specialist experience
and knowledge in advanced inter-personal communication skills. His past working roles include being an educational
psychologist and a senior director in a local authority (LA), working at a strategic level and leading diverse teams.
Ian has been a consultant and trainer for more than a decade. Previously, Ian had 18 years of school and LA experience.
He is an expert in the areas of coaching, conciliation and conflict resolution. He is experienced in training front-line staff in
the full range of communication and presentation skills. Ian has an MBA, was a trained Ofsted inspector and is an
accredited mediator.
Chris and Ian share core values. They are passionate in wanting to help teachers positively
transform their lives and those of their pupils. They believe that they can make a difference
by helping teachers to discover or recover choice in their lives. They look to do this by enabling
teachers to safely confront blocks to their development and take risks. They believe that learning
best occurs in an environment that is light, supportive and often fun. Finally, they value being in
the moment and going with the flow!

